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An extension of CI theorem of Chamhnd and Wall is obtained and, with it, a bound on the 
lamiltoniau index h(G) of a connected graph G (other than a path) is determined. As a 
tonsequence, it is Fhown that if G is homogeneously traceable, then h(Gj ~2. 
A cycle (path) containing all the vertices of a graph is called a hamiltonian cycle 
(path). A graph IS hamiltonian if it contains a hamiltonian cycle and traceable if it 
contains a hamiltonian path. We say a graph G is homogeneously traceable if for 
each vertex u of G there exists a hami?;tonian path with initial vertex 2). 
With every nonempty graph G there AS associated a graph L(G), called the line 
graph of G, ha+ng the property thar *&ere exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between E(G) and V(L(G)) such that two vertices of L(G) are adjacent if and 
only if the corresponding edges of G are adjacent. A circuit C in G is a 
dominating circuit if every edge of G is adjacent to a vertex on c. Harary and 
Nash-Williams [4] showed that if G is a graph without isolated vertices, then 
L(G) is hamiltonian if and only if G = K(l, n) for some n a 3 or G ccsntains a 
dominating circuit ,. 
For each integer n 3 2, <the nth iterated line graph L”(G) of a graph G is 
defined to be L(L”-’ (G)) where L l(G) = L(G). The following result appeared in 
[31 . 
Thmrem A (Chartrand and Wall). If G is a connected graph with 6(G) 23, then 
L(G) contains a dominating circuit and so L2(G) is hamiltonian. 
The hamiltonian index h( G ) of a graph G is the smallest non-negatil ‘e integer n 
such that L”(G) is hamiltonian. In [ 11 it was shown that if G is a conntcted graph 
that is not a path, then L“(G) is hamiltonian for some n b 0. Hence, h(\‘3) exists 
for most cannected graphs. 
The paurpose of this paper is to extend Theorem A and, with it, determine 
bounds on the hamiltonian index of a graph. In particular, we will determine a 
bound on It(G) if G is homogeneously traceable. 
It is a simple observation that L(K(l, n;) = KY,,, for ~13 1. Corresponding to any 
vertex in a graph G with deg 2) 22 is a complete subgraph K(Q) in L(G), formed 
by taking the line graph of the star K(1, deg v) at 2). With this in mind, we now 
present a generalization of Theorem A. 
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‘I’k.wen~ 1. If G is a connect4 grap I of order at least 3 such t’tat no bridge in G is 
incident to a vertex of degree 2 and no path in G contains three or more consecutive 
t;ertices of degree 2, then L(L(lG)) ir hamiltonian. 
Proof. We show that L(G) contains a dominating circuit. W; proceed by induc- 
tion on n, the number of vertices of degree 2. Assume first shat G contains no 
vertices of degree 1. 
Suppose n = 0. Then our conditions reduce to those of Theorem A and hence 
L(G) contains a dominating circuit. 
Now suppose n = 1. Then we: form a subgraph )i of L(G) as follows. For each 
vt:rtex v of G, form K(v). If deg, v = d 2 3, then K(u) = & and hence contains a 
spanning cycle C(v). If deg, v = 2, then K(v) = K*. Then let 
V(H)= V(L(G)) rind E(H) = U E(C*(v)), 
ucV(G) 
where 
C”(v) = 
C(v) if de+, v 2 3, 
Au(v) if deg, V = 2. 
Note that each vertex of Ii belongs to exactly two of the subgraphs C*(v), 
while each edge belongs to exactly one. Thus if vertex u of I5 belongs to C*(ol) 
and C*( v2) where deg, v1 2 3 and degG v2 2 3, then deg, u = 4. Otherwise, exactly 
one of v1 and v2 has degree 2 in G so that degH u = 3. Further, since G has 
exactly one vertex of degree 2, the graph H contains exactly two vertices of 
degree 3 and these vertices are adjacent. 
Let w1 and w2 be two vertices of EQ. Then for some vertices u1 and v2 of G (not 
necessarily distinct), w1 is a vertex of C*(q) while w2 is a verr.ex of C*(u2). Since 
G is a connected graph, there is a q-u2 path P in G. Then thl:: subgraph H’ of kI 
defined by 
‘V(H9 = U V( C*(v)) and E(H’) = U E(C*(v)) 
u E V(P) u E V(P) 
is a connected subgraph of H contaking w1 and w2. Thus the edge-connectivity 
k,(H) of H is at least 1. 
Suppose k,(H) =- 1. Then H contains a bridge e = wx. Clearly e $ E(C*(v)) 
where deg, v 2 3. Thus e E E(K(v)) where deg, v = 2. But the only edges of L(G) 
not in H are diagonals of C*(v) where deg, u 3 3. Thus, each w-x path in L(G) 
must contain e; that is, e is a bridge of LdG). But L(G) contains a bridge if and 
only if G contains a vertex of degree 2 lying on nc cycle. However, by hypothesis, 
this is not possible; hence, k,(ll) 3 2, 
We now form the graph H* = H-e and note that I:#*) 3 1 and each vertex of 
H* now has even degree. Hence H* ia eulefian and so contains an eulerian circuit 
D. I+ ther, V(D) = V(N*) = V(H) = V( L (G)) and $I0 D is a dominating circuit of 
L(G). 
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NOM* suppose that if SK graph satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem and has 
t 3 1 vertices of degree 2, then its line graph contains a dominating circuit. I_,et G 
satisfy the hypothesis and have t + 13: 2 vertices of degree 2. 
Cast! 1. Suppose G contains two adjacent vertices ul and u2 of degree 2. Form 
a new graph G’ from G ‘by deleting the edge e = ultiz and identifying the vertices 
u1 and u2, denoting the new vertex by U. The graph G’ is connected and has no 
bridge incident to a vertex of- degree 2 and no path with more than two 
conseartive vertices of degree 2. Further, G’ contains t vertices of degree 2, so by 
the induction hypothesis, L(G’) contains a dominating circuit D’. 
Suppose that u. is the other vertex of G adjacent o z+, while u3 (# ul) is 
adjacent to u2. In L(G), let Vet correspond to the edge 4% of G (i, in 
(0, 1,2,3}, if i}. In G’, vertex u is adjacent o u. and u3 so in L(G) let wol and 
~23 correspond to the edges wuo and uu3 of G, respectively (see Fig. 1). 
I! D contains the subpath P’ : wol, ~23, then form a circuit D in L(G) from D’ 
by replacing P’ by the path 21 ol, u12, ~23 and replacing. all other vertices of D’ by 
the corresponding vertices of D. Since .D’ is a donkating circuit in L(G’), the 
circuit D is a dominating circuit in E(G). 
If D” does not contain the subpath P’, then since D’ is a domina .\ng circuit of 
L(G’), it follows that D’ contains at least one of war and ~23. If D’ contains both 
wO, and ~23, then let D be the circuit of G obtained from D’ by replacing each 
vertex oj D’ by the corresponding vertex of I= Dtherwise, without loss of 
general@, let D’ contain wB but not war. Further, ‘le.l wl, w2, . . . , w, (m 2 2) be 
the vertices of L(G’),) other than ~23, that ~1: adjacent to wol. Then 
W,, w,, ’ - - 3 w,D =K?l. 
Each of the edges wk. wol (k = 1,2, . . . , m) must be mcident with a vertex of D’. 
If some path Wi, wi ( 1~ i ~j s m) is a subpath of Dr. form a II’~W circuit D” from 
D’ by replacing Wi, wi, by wi, wol, wj and replacing each of the other vertices of D’ 
by the ‘corresponding vertices of L (6). If no path Wi> Wj is a subpath of D’, then 
each of &he vertices I& (k = 1,2, . . , m‘; must lie on D’ (since D’ is a dominating 
circuit). Form the circuit D” by replacing some vertex Wi (1 s i s m) by the path 
tii, W()l, Wjr Wi* 
(a) in G (4 in L(G) 
(b) in G,' 
Fig. 1. 
(4 in L(G’) 
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III aI1 cases, II” now contains both w,-,~ and ~23 and is a dominating circuit of 
E(G’). We now form a circuit 0 from D” by replacing wol by uol and ~23 by ~23. 
Then II is a dominating circuit of L(G) since each edge of L( G ‘) is incident with 
a vertex of D” a!,lci the new edges uoul? and 21~~2)~~~ are now incident to vertices of 
D. 
Case 2. Suppose no two vertices of degree 2 in G are adjacent. Let u1 be a 
verkx of G having degree 2, adjacent to vertices cl0 and u2. Form a new graph 6’ 
from’ G b, removing u1 and its incident edges and inserting the edge uou2 if it 
does not already exist. Every vertex of degree 2 in G’ lies on some cycle since, by 
hypothesis, no bridge is incident with a vertex of degree 2. Further, G’ contains t 
vertices of degree 2. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, L(G’) contains a 
dominating circuit D’. Let the vertices w 1, w2, . . . , wk (k * 2) in L(G) correspond 
to the edges e,, e2, . . . , ek incident to u. (and different from u,u,) in G and let the 
,dertices rr, r,, . . . , r, (in 2 2) in L(G) correspond to the edges fl, f2, . . . , f, 
incident to u2 (and different from u1 u,) in G. Let the vertex wo2 in L(G’) 
correspond to the edge uou2 in G’ (see Fig. 2). 
Subcase 2(u). Suppose the dominating circuit D’ of L(G’) contains a subpath 
of the form wi, wo2, wj wher’e 1 s i, j 6 k, with i # j. Form a new circuit D in L(G) 
from D’ by replacing w,;, by co1 and replacing each remaining vertex of D’ by the 
corresponding vertex in L(G). If each of the edges rju12 (1 <j < m) is on D or is 
incident to a vertex of 11, then D is a dominating circuit of L(G). Otherwise, if 
one of the edges rirj (i # j, I < i, j s m) lies on D, then replace the subpath a,, rj by 
the path ri, U12, j*r If no edge rirj lies on D then at least one of the vertices ri 
(11 s i 2s m) must lie on D, since D’ is a dominating circuit of L(G’); so replace ri 
by the path ri, u 12, rj, ri where 1 -1 K ’ s m and i # j. Then D is a dominating circuit of 
L(G) since each of the edges of the form riu12 (L <i sm) and the edge ~~~2)~~ is 
incident to the vertex q2 of D. Further, all other edges of L(G) are incident to a 
m 
(3) the structure in G 
"k 
(b) the corresponding 
structure in L,(G) 
5 
=2 
r 
m 
"k 
r 
m 
:cj the structure in G 
Fig. 2. 
(d) the corresponding 
strvsiur$z in L(G') 
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vertex of D’ so that the corresl+>c,nding ed es of L(G) are incident to a vertex of 
D. Note that an analogous argument holds if a subpath of the type ri, w02, pj i:ies 
on D’. 
Subcase 2(b). Scppose D’ contains exactly one subpath of the form w,, w02, rj 
(1 s i s k, 1 s j s rn). Form a circuit D of L(G) from the circuit D’ of L(G’) by 
replacing the subpath Wi, ~02, tj by the path WitI vol, Q12, Fj. Then D is a dominating 
circuit of L(G). A similar argument holds if l ’ contains exactly one subpath of 
the form ri, w,,, We. 
S&case 2(c). Suppose D’ contains s 3 2 subpaths of the form wi, wo2, 5 or 
rj9 w029 Wi (l < i G k, 1 ej < m). Then with each such eubpath, the vertex w02, of 
course, lies on D’. These occurrences of wo2 divk le D’ into s + 1 subtrails 
T1,7-2, 9 l l , Tp+p Without loss of generality, we can a.;sume wo2 is not the intial 
vertex of D’ so that D’ can be described as the circuit 
‘L ~02, T,, ~02, cp13,. . l 9 ~02, Ts-a. 
The subtrails ‘I’* and T,, I have, respectively, as terminal and initial vertices, 
either some Wi (lsis k) or some 5 (lcjcm), while for 2gt<s, the trail Tt has 
both initial and terminal VJertices from the set {w,, w2, . . . , w,, t,, r,, . . . , T,). 
There are 2s - 2 such initial and terminal vertices, s - 1 of which are chosen from 
{ Wl, Y!z, . . . , wk} and s - 1 [>f which are chosen from (Q, r,, . . . , rm}. 
Let T;-’ denote the trail obtained by traversing TI in reverse order. We now 
form a new circuit D* in L(G’) from D’ as follows. Traverse T1, wo2, T2. Next 
traverse Ti or r’ (I 2 3) where the initidi vertex of this trail is of the same type 
(either Wi or rj) as the terminal vertex of T2. Now repeat the above procedure 
using any trail T1 or T;-* that has not yet been traversed. We cuntinue this 
procedure until altl subtraik Tj (1 <j < s + 1) have been used. We have now 
created a circuit in L(G’) having at most one subpath of the form wi, wo2, rj or 
c, wo2, Wi ; hence, we can apply Subcase 2b to the circujt D* to obtain the desired 
dominating circuit in L(G). 
Subcase r?(d). Suppose wo2 4 V(D). Since E’ is a dominating circuit of 
L(G’), each c,f the edges wiwoz (1 N E C= *G k) and qwo2 (1 <j < m) must be incident 
to a vertex 0;’ D’. If D’ contains a subpath Wi, Wj (or ri, 1;) then form a circuit D in 
R(G) by replacing Wi, MC’~ by the path Wi, ~01, Wj (or repLace ri, rj by ri, Q, rj:l* Then 
D is a dominating circuit of L(G). If D’ contains no subpaths of the form H’i, w1 or 
ri, rj, then each of the vertices wl, w,, . . . , wk and rl, ,r2, . . . , r, must lie on D’. 
Then replace some vertex wi (1 g i G k) an D’ by the path Mfi, vol, Wj, Wi where 
I 6 j G k, i # j or similarly, replace some q with 1 c I s m by Q, v12, r;, ri where 
1~ t 6 m, I# t. The circuit D is a dominating circuit of L(G) since the edge vcI~v12 
is incident with a vertex of D and since all edges of L(G’) are incident with a 
vertex of D’, the corresponding edges of E(G) are incident with a vertex of D. 
Thus in all cases I.,;(?) contains a dominating circuit. Hence, if G satislies the 
hypothesis of the theorem, but contains no vertices of degree, 1, then L(G) 
contains a dominating circuit, so that L@(G)) is hamiltonian. 
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Assume now thct G contains vertices of degree 1. Since G has no bridge 
incident to vertices of degree 2, if deg, u = 1, then u is adjacent to a vertex u of 
degree 3 or more. Let vertices ul, u2, . . . , ?& (k 2 2) also be adjacent to u. 
Suppose that H = G - 2) has no vertices of degree 1. Then, by the previous case 
of the proof, L(H) contains a dominating circuit C. If x E V(Li:G)) where x 
correspond:; to the edge c: = UZJ in G, we show x can be included on a dominating 
circuit of L(G). 
Let the vertices xi, x2,. . . , xk in L(G) correspond to the edges 
UVI, uv2,. . . ) uvk in G. hate that xxi is an edge of L(H) for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. If C 
contains the subpath xi,% (i # j, 1 s i, j s k), then replace this subpath by the path 
xi, X, xi. If C contains no ruch subpath, then at least one of the vertices 3 must be 
on C (since the edges &Xi exist). Then replace the vertex q by the path 4, x, %,q. 
In either case, the new circuit formed is a dominating circuit of L(M). 
Note that if more than ;Ine vertex of degree 1 is incident with vertex u, then the 
vertices of L(G) corresponding to the edges incide,lt with these vertices may be 
traversed consecutively. That is, in the dominating circuit constructed above, 
replace x by x, y ,, y2, . . . , y, where the vertices x, y,, y,, . . . , y,, correspond to the 
edges incident to u and the vertices of degree 1 adjacent to u. 
Repeating the above procedure for each such occulTence of vertices of degree 1 
yields the desired dominating circuit of L(G). Thus L@(G)) is hamiltonian. 0 
Several results can now be obtained as a consequence of Theorem 1. For the 
first reslllt, we also employ a result of Chartrand and Stewart [2]. 
Theorem E) (Chartrand and Stewart). If G is a k-connected graplz (k 2 l), then 
L(G) is k-connected. 
Corollary 2. If G is a 2-connected graph with at most n (22) consecutive vertices 
of degree 2 OM any path in G, then L”(G) Is hamiltoniaz 
Proof. If G contains a path with at most n (X) consecutive vertices of degree 2, 
then necessarily L(G) contains a path with at most n - 1 consecutive vertices of 
degree 2. I-Ience, Lnm2 (G) has at most two consecutive vertices of degree 2 on any 
path. By repeatedly applying Theorem B, Lne2 (G) is 2-connected and hence has 
no bridges. Thus, by Theorem 1, L(L(L”-‘“(G))) = L”(G) is hamiltor?lan. 0 
This result is best possible in the sense that there exists 2-connected graphs with 
n a 2 consecutive vertices of degree 2 such that L”-‘(G) is not hamiltonian. The 
graph (a) in Fig. 3 is such an example. 
We next note that Theorem 1 allows us to bound the hamiltonian index of any 
homogeneously traceable graph. 
@rm 3. If G is a homogeneomly traceable graph of order p 3 3, then L@(G)) 
is hamiltctnian ; Ithat is, h(G) =S 2. 
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(4 H, a homogeneously trace- 
able nonhamiltonian graph 
(b) L(H), also nonhamiltonizn 
Fig. 3. 
Proof. Since G is homogeneously traceable of order p 3 3, E is 2-connected. If G 
is hamiltonian, then L*(G) is ham;ltonian. Note that if G is not hamiltonian, then 
G contains no path with three or more consecutive vertices of degree 2, because 
no vertex is adjacent o two or more vertices of degree 2. Hence, by Theorem I, 
L&(G)) is hamiltonian. El 
Corollary 3 is best possible since there exist homogeneously traceable 
nonhamiltonian graphs such that L(G) is also homogeneously rkceable and 
nonhamiltonian. The graph H in Fig. 3 is homogeneously traceable nonhamilto- 
( nian and has a homogeneously traceable line graph L(H), shown in Fig. 3(b). 
However, L(H) is not hamiltonian. 
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